
FAQ 

Life coaching can be one of the best investments in your life. The best coaches will provide you with 

a framework and safe environment to explore your biggest fears and assist you in manifesting your 

dreams. They will help you move through your fears. They will support you in taking leaps of faith to 

build a bigger, brighter future. 

 

Are you truly ready for change? 

 

The best coaches in the world cannot work their magic if you are not ready. Don't waste your time, 

and money, if you are not ready for change in your life. When you are truly ready to make changes in 

your life, here are some key questions to consider. 

 

We are talking about YOUR life!   

 

What kind of coach will I get with Now it’s all about ME? 

 

I boost confidence, motivation and help you take action. The Action Woman of coaching. However, 

there are a variety of coaches, some focus on business (ME), Career (ME) relationships, health and 

wellness, or life in general (ME). Set a clear intention to find the most perfect coach for you. Know 

what is important to you and look for that in your coach. I always offer a FREE Discover ME call to 

determine if we are a suitable match. 

My job is to help you take action and get your job done. Refer to the testimonials section for 

examples of how I have supported clients.  

 

How much does life coaching usually cost ME? 

Most life coaches working with individuals charge anything from £25-£200 per session, depending 

on experience and qualifications. My charges are mid-range and I offer 1:1 and group work, plus 

different payment plans. There is a psychology behind investing in coaching versus looking for free 

sessions with newly qualified coaches. When you make that financial commitment, you want to 

change and by making the decision to hire a Life Coach there is a determination to make change 

happen. 

 

 

 

 

Do you offer payment plans for ME?       



 

Yes, most definitely if you wish to spread the cost, we can work something out. I know the value of 

coaching and see the results on a regular basis, if finances are preventing you from seeking coaching, 

get in touch or join one of the coaching groups new for 2020. 

 

I will NOT ask you to get into debt 

I will NOT ask you to open up a credit card to pay for coaching 

I do NOT advocate any of these methods 

 

I do take credit card at a small additional charge, but most clients pay bank transfer and even cash if 

Face to Face 

 

What is better, a structured or tailor-made approach for me? 

 

Some coaches have detailed step by step guides in a very structured manner. Others, like myself, 

work from a more intuitive place and draw upon a toolkit built over years to offer a bespoke 

coaching experience.  Both approaches are successful. Depends what is right for you. If you are 

worried about a tailor-made approach, ask ME what that includes, or I can demonstrate previous 

examples. If you prefer a structured approach I may not be the best fit and can recommend other 

coaches. 

 

Will you give ME advice? 

You have all the inner resources you need to solve your problems. While you may want a ME to tell 

you what is best, which may work well in the short term to have someone answer the questions for 

you, my coaching style will provide you with a safe environment and framework to guide you to the 

answers within your heart. This also allows you to build the skills you need when I am not around. I 

feel very strongly about this. I am often heard saying to my clients ‘the more we make this routine, 

the more it becomes habit, the more it will last in your life and when faced with a similar challenge 

in the future, you will know what to do, as you will understand yourself, know how to control the 

inner critic and be able to take action and make confident decisions for you, that suit you and for no 

other reasons.’  

 

How long do you work with ME? 

On average, most people find coaching more beneficial than they realised and stay on longer than 

they initially anticipated, hence why I offer additional accountability calls as an option. Not because 

clients aren’t progressing, the complete opposite, they are taking action and wish to have just a little 

more support until their Life Coaching arm bands are removed.  

 



 Life Coaching - I ask for a three to six-month commitment.  

 Mindset Coaching is a 6-session program, with an option to continue 

 Business Coaching can be ongoing, once we work together, many gain the benefits of having  

a coach to be accountable to and enjoy the monthly or bi-monthly meetings, especially when 

working solo.   

 Career coaching is tailor made subject to requirements.  

 

Can I hire a life coach for a short-term, special ME project? 

Yes. Some clients hire a life coach to help them achieve a specific objective or project. Many clients 

choose to continue working with ME after their initial goals are accomplished because they truly 

experience the benefits 

 

Can life coaching hurt ME? 

No. However, this is a very good question as coaching is unregulated and there are many coaches 

who feel they have lived a life therefore they are unofficially a life coach. With ME you get both, a 

life well lived and a qualification and more importantly ongoing self-development, training and 

upskilling.  

 

The client is always responsible for their own life and ultimately, makes their own decisions and 

takes their own actions. The job of the life coach is to provide positive support and encouragement. I 

might challenge you to think differently or look at a problem from another perspective, but I do not 

in any way take control. I assist you to learn how to. However, sometimes when we hit on something 

that has been deeply buried, you may experience a downtime, this is often when the most growth 

occurs.  

 

Can a dependency be created between you and ME? 

No. Clients may need ME in order to maximize an opportunity or accelerate their personal growth, 

yet not be dependent on ME. 

As far as creating an emotional or psychological dependency, not to worry.  

Life coaches do not resolve therapy issues. If you start to feel dependent on your life coach, get a 

therapist! 

 

Why would people who are already successful hire a life coach? 

People have managed just fine in the past without a life coach. So, in one sense nobody really needs 

a life coach, but many people want one! One of the reasons there is a growing demand for life 

coaching is the complexity of modern-day life. Things aren’t as simple as they were in the past. And, 



whereas your parents might have been happy to have a job that paid the bills, most people today 

want a job that is personally fulfilling and financially rewarding. 

 

My clients want to find work that is in line with their core values and is an expression of who they 

are. If you aren’t doing what you love to do, even if you are successful, you would benefit from some 

coaching. I could not have made the changes that I made, without coaching. 

 

Ask yourself this: 

 

 Are you doing what you most enjoy? 

 Are you tolerating or putting up with anything? 

 Is life easy or are you struggling?  

 Are you on the path to financial independence? 

 Do you have what you really want?   

 Do you feel you have reached your life purpose? 

 

Shouldn’t I be able to reach my goals all by myself? 

If you are anything like ME and was raised with the belief that we must work hard in life and asking 

for help is a failure, I speak to many clients who would have gained life coaching years ago, but held 

onto these limiting beliefs and a preconceived idea that reaching out and working with a life coach is 

somehow seen as the last resort, not as the first port of call. If you’ve been doing it solo, try seeing 

how much more you can accomplish with your own personal coach, like ME! 

 

 A professional coach can make the difference between making changes now, or struggling on, 

feeling tired, stressed, anxious and overwhelmed. Yes, you can ask a good friend, a partner, read a 

book or watch Tony Robbins You Tube clips, if it helps maintain the changes you require, that’s 

great, but if you don’t finish the book, or your friend is not equipped to deal with the complexities or 

have the training to guide you and your partner just is too close to you or too worried that any 

suggestions may be taken the wrong way, then it’s not going to be helpful at all.  

 

What about the story of the man who after reading a life coaching book, promptly made a radical 

life changing decision, and subsequently regretted it when it was too late to turn back. Having made 

the worst decision of his life, impulsive, sparked by stories of others who had simply ‘done it’ and 

had been liberated from the grasps of constraints and judgement. So, what happened? Don’t get me 

wrong, I read self-development books all the time, but a book can’t actively listen to what is really 

going on. It can’t challenge your WHY or explore alternative routes or help dig deeper. Working with 

ME offers you all of those things and more. When a client comes to ME with a presenting problem, it 



usually works out that there is something else going on that is the real driving force behind the issue. 

See Why does life coaching produce such rapid change? 

Why is life coaching so popular? 

People are tired of doing what they “should” do and want to break free from the ‘good girl guilt’ 

label and ditch the people pleasing and start working out what makes them tick. Life begins just 

outside the comfort zone. Hiring a coach for a one-off session or for 6 months, it will help you take 

the first steps, which can make the difference between living a life or living the life you yearn for.  

  

People are realising how simple it can be to accomplish something that several years ago might have 

felt out of reach or like a pipedream. A life coach is not a magic wand to producing miracles but a life 

coach does have a large tool kit to help the Dream become a Reality. Fortunately, people now have 

time and resources to invest in themselves in this kind of personal growth, because they see the 

benefits. 

 

Why does life coaching produce such rapid change? 

Life coaching works for many reasons including: 

 

1. Synergy between the life coach and client creates momentum and enthusiasm. 

2. Better goals are set — ones that naturally motivate the client.  

3. The client develops new skills, which lead to greater success. 

4. Coaching provides a structure of support. 

 

Left to our own devices, most people start out with the best intentions. I call it the Life Map to our 

life journey, set for adventure and full of enthusiasm, then we hit a rocky road and change direction, 

then we hit a traffic jam and get delayed for a long time, then our motivation fades and we turn 

around and go back to the start. An accredited Life Coach can help you quickly plough through rocky 

roads, smash through the life roadblocks and help figure out how to take the detours to avoid the 

life jams and getting stuck. 

   

Any guarantees when life coaching ME? 

Yes. Now it’s all about ME guarantees that if you follow your goals and action steps, open yourself 

fully to your coaching experience and dedicate enough time and effort, you will get great results 

from your life coaching.     

 

 

Do you guarantee the privacy of the information on ME? 



 

Absolutely! Now it’s all about ME guarantees never to use your details or anything you say without 

getting your permission first. At the end of the coaching process you will be asked to write your 

feedback and you can choose whether you want this information to stay anonymised. It is always 

great to receive wonderful testimonials whether named or not. It encourages others to make that 

first step too. 

 

Do I need to sign a life coaching contract? 

Yes. A life coaching agreement is a necessity for my clients to feel that they will get a quality service, 

but also to get commitment from them, which is essential. The agreement sets out the terms and 

conditions for a successful delivery of the life coaching service and for achieving results.   

 


